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The trading of goods and products, real or virtual, as well as cryptocurrencies involves
significant risk. Prices can and do fluctuate on any given day. Such price fluctuations may
increase or decrease the value of such assets at any given moment. Any asset - virtual or not -
may be subject to large swings in value and may even become worthless. There is an inherent
risk that losses will occur as a result of buying, selling, holding or trading anything on a market.

Cryptocurrency trading also has additional and special risks not generally shared with official
currencies, traditional goods, securities, or commodities in a market. Unlike most currencies,
which are backed by governments or other legal entities, or by commodities such as gold or
silver, some cryptocurrencies are not backed up by any tangible goods. Unlike traditional “fiat”
currency there is no central bank that can issue more currency or take corrective measures to
protect the value of cryptocurrencies in a crisis.

Cryptocurrency trading requires knowledge of cryptocurrency markets. When attempting to
profit through cryptocurrency trading individuals must compete with professional traders. It is
important to have appropriate knowledge and experience before engaging in any substantial
cryptocurrency trading.

The trading of cryptocurrency can be extremely risky. Unlike in other markets, certain aspects
of cryptocurrency trading are unregulated. In addition, cryptocurrencies are not covered by
either FDIC or SIPC insurance.

The trading of cryptocurrencies may often be susceptible to bubbles or loss of confidence, which
could collapse demand relative to supply. For example, confidence might collapse in
cryptocurrencies because of unexpected changes imposed by software developers or others, a
government crackdown, the creation of superior competing alternative currencies, or a
deflationary or inflationary spiral. Confidence might also collapse because of technical problems:
if the anonymity of the system is compromised, if money is lost or stolen, or if hackers or
governments are able to prevent any transactions from settling. This list of possible occurrences
is in no way meant to be interpreted as finite or complete.

In certain conditions it may be difficult or impossible to liquidate a position quickly at a
reasonable price. There may also be additional risks that we have not foreseen or identified in
this document as well as the Customer Agreement.

Prior to trading any financial asset, including cryptocurrency, individuals should conduct a
personal financial assessment to ensure such individual’s financial situation and tolerance for
risk is suitable for buying, selling or trading cryptocurrency.

Several federal agencies have also published advisory documents surrounding the risks of
cryptocurrency. For more information see, the CFPB’s Consumer Advisory, the CFTC’s
Customer Advisory, the SEC’s Investor Alert, and FINRA’s Investor Alert.
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http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201408_cfpb_consumer-advisory_virtual-currencies.pdf
http://www.cftc.gov/idc/groups/public/%40customerprotection/documents/file/customeradvisory_urvct121517.pdf
http://www.cftc.gov/idc/groups/public/%40customerprotection/documents/file/customeradvisory_urvct121517.pdf
http://www.cftc.gov/idc/groups/public/%40customerprotection/documents/file/customeradvisory_urvct121517.pdf
https://investor.gov/additional-resources/news-alerts/alerts-bulletins/investor-alert-bitcoin-other-virtual-currency
http://www.finra.org/investors/alerts/bitcoin-more-bit-risky

